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1 Purpose 

This document aims to guide the developer in setting up the M5Stack module and 
replicating the use case described in the Test Report “Working with M5STACK and 
COMxLTE module: MQTT”. 

The implementation of the use case is done using M5Stack + Ui Flow development 
environment. 

UIFlow is available at this URL: https://flow.m5stack.com/ 

 

1.1 Pre-requisites  

Ericsson IoTA Sim and associated subscription and account 

M5Stack device + COM.LTE module  

Chrome browser and Internet connection 

MQTT Server (for instance CloudMQTT) 

1.2 Recommended References 

The code implemented makes extensive use of AT commands.  

A set of suggested references and knowledge base is listed below where is possible 
to download a reference guide to all the AT commands defined for MQTT. 

A set of suggested references and knowledge base is listed below where is possible 
to download a reference guide to all the AT commands for the modem and also 
specific for MQTT. 

SIMCOMM portal for SIM7600  AT commands in particular: 

 SIM7500_SIM7600_SIM7800 Series_MQTT_Application Note_V2.00  
 SIM7500_SIM7600 Series_AT Command Manual_V2.00 

are available at the same link. 

Another valid reference to find and use the entire set of AT commands is 
https://m2msupport.net/ It provides some examples as for a single command 
(like AT+CSQ) well as an entire sequence of chained AT commands to handle a 
Data Call   

This document implies that the user is already familiar with the block 
programming of UIFlow, however the M5Stack UIFlow documentation is 
available here.   
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2 The UIFlow implementation principles 

The test routines scenarios are implemented by means of UIFlow development 
environment. 

The flow is based on a cyclic AT Command requests for modem settings and 
publication of these one as a topic in the MQTT Server 

 

Figure 1: Cyclic routine to publish MQTT topic 

 

Modem Settings are defined during the setup phase and are relative to some 
internal parameters, in particular they are: 

 AT+CSQ – signal strength of the device 
 AT+COPS? – Mobile Network Registration 
 AT+CIMI – Device IMSI 
 AT+CREG? – Network Registration Status 

2.1.1 User Interface 

The M5Stack UI used in the UIFlow Web Application works in a WYSIWYG (What 
You See Is What You Get) mode using a single layer and all the elements must be 
put inside the screen and powered on or off depending by the application needs. 
In this way it may happen some elements will be overlapped in the screen. 
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The actual UI uses the following elements: 

Title: Represents the blue rectangle at the top of the screen with the “Text” label 
inside 

Status: Shows the comments relative to the current step 

Red line: Shows AT commands executed 

UART Data: Shows the response from the server/modem 

2.1.2 Main Flow 

The main flow starts with the “Setup” action (Yellow brick) from the picture below. 
The main scope is to initialize both labels and UART1 serial port to communicate 
with the Modem. 

The change of the background is useful only to check the flow has started. 

The Lists variables are initialized to indicate AT commands to capture modem 
status and with the MQTT server access parameters. 
In particular: 

 The AT Commands list holds the four AT commands to the modem whose 
responses will be wrapped at each cycle iteration into the MQTT topic being 
sent 

 The AccessParameters makes configurable the couple of MQTT endpoints, 
client and server platform, where the MQTT session will be established. 
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After this first step the flow continues with starting up the MQTT stack on the 
COM.LTE module and initializing/creating an MQTT connection between the 
defined endpoints. 

 

Once the connection has been established, the flow will enter in a cycle to send the 
topics, carrying the connectivity data retrieved by the modem. 

The sequence into the cycle conceptually goes through: 

1 Sending a given AT command to the modem and geting back the response (e.g. 
CSQ) 

2 Beautifying the response if needed (clean up or post-processing) 
3 Initializing the topic string 
4 Loading the topic with the Response 
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5 Publishing the topic to the MQTT server 

NB: All functions are described in the function section 

 

Finally, the last part after the cycle is the closure of the MQTT connection with the 
server and the client releasing the protocol stack and resources. 
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2.1.3 Functions 

This section describes all the 
functions available in the 
UIFlow script. 

2.1.3.1 Function getData 

Description: This function 
executes the AT command 
towards the modem using a AT 
write and retrieves the 
response, that is managed to 
report only the  needed value to 
be published in the topic. 
  
Parameters:  
- AT: AT Command to be 
executed 
- pos: the list position to the 
command  
 
Explanation: This function 
executes the AT command and 
cleans the response to retrieve 
only the data value, removing 
spaces, line breaks and all not 
necessary chars 
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2.1.3.2 Function labels 

Description: This function executes 
the AT command towards MQTT 
server and shows the result on the 
M5Stack screen. 
 
Parameters:  
- LabelS: This is the label status with 
comments about the command 
- LabelC: This is the command to be 
executed, the command is shown on 
the device screen inside the command 
label 
 
Explanation: the AT command is 
written on the UART  

 

 


